served from the Moon during full moon, when the phase angle 5 is close to 0 o . The reflected sunlight from the Moon falls on the night side of Earth, bounces back towards the Moon, and its observation from the Moon may be referred to as moonshine (Fig. 3) . One can work out the amount of light being observed in either astronomical phenomenon as follows. The sunlight intercepted by Earth (Moon), averaging about 123310 3 lx, bounces between Earth and Moon, and its intensity diminishes as per the inverse square law making earthshine and moonshine alike rather feeble, 6 lying in between 8.5310 -6 lx and 7.6310 -5 lx, depending on whether the light has encountered oceans or mountains of ice over Earth in its journey. It may be added here that the moonshine and earthshine values can be used to estimate the current albedo of both the Moon and Earth. 
Fermi Questions

